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4 simess 0,ficers has taken majOr strides toward meeting the
responsibi]4ty for establishing accounting and public reporting
standards 4thin the field of highqr, education. Tle need for
7imrrovementfIlin the reporting 'procedures has been generally agreed on.
tt is,. imper4,tiie that revision:of the manual for_ financial reports
Ind an audi:guide seek common ground,. and to_ this end the author has
suggested sci*e significant areas of controversy for discussion."The
first area als with the nonprofit nature of, educational
institutions) they cannot be viewed in terms of profit and loss,
since they ae primarily in the business of,spending money as wisely,
and product4ely as possible. Secohdly, college and.Aniversities
generally aptoach financial management as an-integraed function;
Aealing with' the resources and needs. of the total institution over a
period of tie!,. A third controversial topic deal$ with the setting
aside of.funas to meet anticipated needs and 'the ,alternative methods
of disc' sing these .restricted and unrestricted funds. The.prime._
vehicle for disclosuressuggested is a separate funds statement to.,
accompa y a subsidiary operating statement: 1JMF)
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Early indications are that the committee is approaching its taslCwith ctigor and imagina-
tiOn. Representatives of. the accounting profession contributed to' the work of the 1968.
and earlier revisions of CUBA, and because the effort of the ixeit, AICPA cominittee assures
an 'active dialoguethe work of revision of CUBA certainly will be strengthened and en-
riched. Should_iraportant differences_arise, as now seems likely, a wide and,thoroetgh
airing of the issues and the contrasting rationales become especiallyimportan t

It is innierative that revision of the manualand' the developmen an audit guide etc _

common ground. Both must recogniie that financial statements are the report.i, of mazz.
agement to its constituentand the public, andthat, consequently, mahageMent bears
the primary responsibility for improving reporting standards in published financial
reports. /.,

-.
The National-Association of College and Univergity,Business Officers has taken Major
strides in the east -=and with considerable success -- toward meeting the, responsibility for
establishing accounting and public reporting standards within the field of higher 'edu,
cation. This must continue.

OGRESS TO DATE t
\ In 22 and 1931 little hooks' of sample financial statements for colleges and univetsi- '

ties ere publ lied to bring some degree of order out of confusion. Small Folleges,were
accourttln reporting on their finincial affairs in a wide variety of %gays. Some state-,
ments s6 mi ed current operations with endowment and plAiit transactions that. it was,.
impossibl 'dentify nonexpendable funds, let alone their retention, or, determine the

_J extent to4 oneducational activities were bting supportedby educational income,
whether/by i ten or accident. The system of fund groups the little-books illuitrated
still is/the fou atr i in for today's College and UniversitysBusiness Administration and is
uni acce ...

.
There e, in the .immediate) following, a series of monographs on various topics.
of interest to lege 'nistrators. Then the 1955 and 1968editions of. CUBA brought a
surprising degree. E....nil miry. to financial statements across the country, especially to k

->the reports of small coll. . One may cpmplatp,tliCthe data from one college are not
\ coniparable to data fro no et because the organ z4ional structures, budget categories, .

'' and operating pr ures are so varied that exp rii,iture- cla§sifications have different
meanings at erent instittui s. However; balance sheets and their contents seem to
have a r y high degree of co arability. .0voili, it can be said that standards and'

,,. inesniversally followed r notdo exist for accounting and reporting amork
ivitutions of higher education. I 1,

Ev>n though some of our leading.ins tutions (ail to adopt all of them intact, standards

- However, con epts which were.accept ble to the majority of ..nstifutions represented on

. . .

nevetitelels are recognized. When an o tside auditor completes is annual examination
and pr43.1res the opinion letter, he presently feels obliged to i elude eiceptions if the
institution varies from the standards. Set oat in CUBA, and the overnment, 'represented
by The U.S. (Nice of Education, certai ily accepts these stands ds for its'questionnaires.

the 1968 Rev ion ,Committee will be subject to evolution bee ise the factors of change
and obsolescence are indeed present This evolution now receies added impetus from
public accountants. .' `, / \ .

1

14

The National Association recogni ed the constant pressure for change when, promptly,

after publication in, 1968, a cOmm.ttee Was appointed to revise CUBA: This committee is
...proceeding toward publication .c:f a series of loose4eafbtilletins trevise chapters irk the

existing book, hoping in.tvay to correct the most vulnerable ortion's first. Various
professional grobps affiliated withNACUBO are working on the chapters describing

4

a

lAnieri;,Trevor: College and l'nincr.sity Finance, New York; General Education board, 1922; Report of
the National Committee on Standard Reports for Incitintion.snf lbgher Fducatton,pii Morey, Chair-
man Champaign, Illinois; Flanigan-Pearson Crimpany. 1931,

a
4.
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Letters of Comment
invited by NACUBO

0

Robert B. Gilmore; Caltech's rice President for Business and Finance
since 1962, i.s n'initive of Town, a graduate of (1.CL.A., a CPA in town
and California,.and a 1541fessional whose career has encompasod an
exceptionally wide-iange of activities and .services. After early expert;
ence.as a Ha.shins Sells staff accountant, Mr. Gilmore went-to Called:
in 1044 as Manage). of Acemraingrifiel.s, then served ais Assistant
Comptroller, 1952-1958, and Comptroller,. 1958-1062, -Wore.. being, ,narned-Th -his, present position. lie is'. irulniber of X1'4 and of the
California Society of Fle is.a former Pre.sicke.,n fi cUBb and...
.a former member of Nr:(1130's Committee on Governmental Reth-
tiors. He was a member of the EditorialSphrommittee fOr the 1968 re-.
vision of College and University, Bitsiness4dministration; experience
`which admillibly equips him for the respoil:Cillilitieshe now carries in
relation to revision of COBA and advisory' associations with AICPA.

I 78

theirvspective activities.. On the more 'controversial accounting principles and practices!,

portions, papers are being written to stimulate wider discussion of the issues involved.
The revision committee has recomm6ded that anyone with criticisms or suggestions
write a letter to the NACUBO office, addressed tOMr. ay? Finn, Executive Vice Presi-
dent. If.a paper for publication is appropriate, the national office is prepared to offer

. assistance, Including national 'distribution to those interested; and tO serve as .clearing
house for ftedback. .. I I

,

At this point we ;hOuld establish a frame of reference for the recommendations that
\ follow by discussion of (I) concepts related to nonprofit objectives, (2) the integrated
approach used in planning and financing future activities, and (3) the .ongoing finan-

. ,cial implications of the activities of Institutions of Iligher education. These factors shop id
'all be reflected by financial reporti g. .-

, FIRS1"S.
, IF NONPROFIT NATURE QF EDL1C.ATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Expenditures
Evidence':

the Products of
Higher Education

a

-r1 fair mNsurc of "net earnings p
principles and most public ado
industrial or commercial enterpri
tvas \studied at all,. it was looked
antS, the author included, have a
profit or loss each year. Is the-co
or university? ".

r share" is the end-product of_industrial accounting
nting practice. Accountants have been educated for
e, and if fund accounting for nonprofit institutions;
pon as; an interesting variation. As a result, account -
bias, even a compulsion, to'determine 'tire university,
cept of net gain or loss really applicable, to a college.

In industrial accounting, one begi s with the main function of the firm, sales of the prod-
.uct of the entity, and deterthines tl e costs which logically can 'be related to particular
sales during the year under consi eration. The difference is profit*Or loss. In contrast,
colleges and unilyrsities are prim trily. in the business of spcndipg money, as wisely 'and4
produCtively,as possible :They are nonprofit entities, striving to give the most in instruc-
tion anti research for each dollar ,,available. Revenues must be related to the particular
procluct during the year, 'However, when their activities are reported in the traditional
statement of current funds revenues and-expenditures, the bottom figure cannot help but
be interpreted ak the year's Profit Or lossprofits evidencing wealth and losses indicating
living= One's means. lite statement format invites a snap conclusionan instant,
Simplistic judgment. In many cases the snap conclusion is valid; in other cases the reaar
91' ifie statement draws an erroneous conclusion. This problem is pursued elsewhere in
ilii's paper.'f . ..

Wher . is evidence of favor among'sorne public accountants for an alfrimclusive 'statement/./71. current fundsrOtnues, expenditures, transfers, allocations and balances.. This state-
, meat would include as current revenues WI unrestricted receipts for the year, regardless

1
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of airy requirement or intention that they be spent,. Tra iisf6rs. &current .funds to other...
lumf.grprips would appear below the augmented "net. income's I re. The 'so-called
"altehratir method (discussed further belowtby which unrestricted g fts may petarrieil
orward itnot used, rather than cOnsiclered revenue of the current year, would be abolish-

ed. The motive' appirently is the design of afool-proof-method by which to determine the
, extent to which aninstitution is currently expeniiing alluniestricted cash inflow. Such
a statement isolates Arrent funds changes from Oranges in other hinds and precludes ir
consolidated funds statjment. This. concept results iron]. a pieoccupation- with ;'net
earnings" in the commercial accounting sense. -There are ways Ji.)-improve disclosure
without fragmenting the statemynt of changes in fund balances.

...
. ao

SECOND; THE INTEGRATED.APPROACH

Universitil.s, in spice of their diversity and internal decentralization, in most cases ap,
proach financial management as zrn integrated function, dealing with the resources 'and
needs of the total institution..Thc.planning for the long term and.for the next year's
budget considersntilding expansion and rehabilitation; student_ support, and endoW-,
went strategy to provide ongoing support for faculty tenure obtigationsnot just 'the
Antral -cash flow in and out-for strictly operatingpurpeises.

,

The high-prioritypNectives, batted on academic goals, can onlYbe implemented In an
integrated, inStitution-wide program, ;The total expected inflow of fun& for the .next
severaT years is estiinated and considered together with usable funds orrhand. Together
these form trfe ba'sis for establish an integrated plan for the outlay of certain funds,
some existing and some anticipated, some unrestrieted,.but the,major portion limited-in
'some deg?ee for endowment, plants. or loan fund Use. Current funds revendes.and eXpen-
dimes, wh?le important, are only part of the ear's financial operations. oue financial
reporthrof resources and (heir management should be, on the basis of the-whole institu
don, too. nain, total empha;is upon "net operatin6'results"can defeat an adequate
clisclosuije.

*
e.UMW, SETTING FADS ASIDE TO MEET ANTICIPATED NEEDS
Another topic on which we find controversy and qdestions.with .respecyo niporting is
the maii(ir (CI the,or counting treatment& gift funds under internal decision defining ale
use more'narxowly than tbe terms of the gift. When considering the problems of gips re-
portink, one must be aware ethat the dividing line between unrestricted and restricted
gifts is hazy,especially as to extraordinary foundation grants or Requests which by im-
plicIttio arc (lest ined for capital use rattier than support of current operations. The
called 01ternate method," discussed below, offersdisclosure Much preferable to defining
extraordinary broad grants-as "restricted." .

1 I

just ati in industry iucountints assume:the business is a going concern, in higher educa-
timrthe fixed c omminnents into the fut Cue for tenured- faculty anongoing programs are
recognized and funds asrehusbanded for gradual use on the future years' expenditures. To
mandate', for ipstitutions under all circumstances, that the full amounts of broad,
major grants immediately be drawn down to zero as of rating revenue's, runs-okruntel to
sound management and to fair stewardship reporting. Financial reporting tin be more
in tune with the going concern and the prospect of alontrand productive life.

The.cloncir of an unrestricted gift, inogiving.the trustees complete discretion as to use,
no doubt recognized that a capital-type use was Possible, even likely if the gift was
bequest or a. memorial contribution. To assume that unrestricted gifts are, per
se, for currant purposes is unrealistic. -Furtheri the funds set aside for futpre, specific
use are not necessarily unrestricted gifts and 'bequests; they Flay have bepir restricted.
by the donor within a broad field.

This internal designation procedure is sound-financially, is is completelyiwithin
the powers of the trustees, but the results need disclosure. p uly in the 1968. revision
of CUBA was disclosure first discussed, even though ."designated funds" have been

,
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.1
us through the years, well mingled with restricted funds. When a-substantial

.14 west became the.good fortune of an.institution- it very likely appeared .as an -addi-.
ti to lapt or endowment funds. "Transfers". also occurred. While institutions
suppos ly were. reporting all unrestricted revenues -in the year of receipt, the large
-gifts we c .passing the operating statement and defied detection on any report.- Any

accountant might have tome a basis for challenging-such treatment-ofan-um---
restricted bequest.- I have the impression that the public accounting profession was
lookini the other way, just as were collegeiaccountants.

The 196.8 revision undertakes to regularize reporting of unrestric d.giftsby mandating
. .

Results of Designation either the standard method or the alternate method. If the institu iorrelects not to show
Must Be Disclosed 611 unrestricted gifts on the Operating Statement (standard method), it can elect the

- alternate method and disclose the total.of such gifts on the Funds:Statement, then show
transfers fromCiTent Funds Unrestricted to other fund groups, and to current reve-
nues as gifts applied. Note: The remaining funds are,still in evidence as unspent.
balances nothing is hidden!

. The indications referred to earlier, that some public accountants wish to abolish the al-
wina tivl method of reporting unrestricted gifts, have profound implications. Institutions
would he requited to report as income in the year received all unrestricted funds which
the governing board decides to allocate to quasi-endowment, plant, loan funds, or for
specific` expenditure at a later 'date. Furthermore, there are indications that any subse-

. qt1C11 t realized gain and investment income-earned thereon after alloCation would be re-
. quired to be reported as unrestricted revenue ill the year earned. The practical implica-

dons alone are staggering. Traditionally, these funds which were designated for a specific
purpose have been accounted for in the same manner as similar restricted funds which
were established by outside donors, and usually with gains and income earned on invested
balances added to those fund balances. A brief examination of he-nature of a "fund" may
explain the concept from which this practicC follows.

t1 university has no owners; instead, the basic ,unit interest which incurs liabilities,
Manages assets, and carries on operations, is ,t Pfund." As defined by the National
Committee on Governmental Accounting, a nd is a \"stim of money or other resources
segregated for the purposes of carryin on 'specific activities or 'obtaining cerAain
objectives in accordance with spec' regidatious, -restrictions, . and limitations."
Each fund is accounted for separate) using double entry ookkeeping, and. is capable
of having drawn off for it an operating tacement; fund statement; and balance sheet
for each flical period even th&tgh this is seldom done. The university records also
permit the cumulation of totals Of the various categories of like assets,. liabilities,
incorhe and expense for each fund group and for the consolidated funds of the univen,
sity,as a whole. However, the fund in all its various .components income, capital
gains,- and principal stays a- cohesive. entity directed toward specific goals. As the
goals are attained: the funds are reported as applied. Otherwise, how is performance
of -the specific function to be assured?.

It must be remembered that an internal. designated fund is capable 'at any time of
being diverted iw the trustees to some her purpose, making 'the principal different.
in that respect from the truly restricted nd, and this potential must be disclosed, In
bringing to light the existence of designated funds, the 1968 revision of CUBA rec-
ognized that designalion does take place and mustbe disclosed, kit left unsaid the
basic premise that subsequent accounting and financial treatment would remain
similar to that of restricted funds.. Understanding and practice of this premise are
essential to their proper function.

-
THE FUNDS STATEMENT CRIME VEHICLE FOR DISCLOSURE

To assure better disclosure of financial. Management, the obvious recommendation is
acceptance of the funds statement and the balance sheet as the two primary financial
statements. In the 1968 revision, tits -funds statement was elevated to the status of a
primary statement along with-the balanct sheet and t e operating statement. For the

".

./
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future, it appears that disclosure of the:financial position and of i e financial changes
of an institution will become-clearer with two primary statements, rather than three:
The funds statements would reflect OW current-expenditures and total additions to
current funds .in some .detail, e.g.: tuition received, unrestricted gifts, endowment
income earned, and other Unrestriceed,support formerly considered "revenue' as distinct
from "funds." Maintaining that distinction hardly seems cssential.\-This cipansion---

&Inds Sta ternary would cause the operating statement to becomp a mandatory but subsidiary statement
In Primary Status to the funds staternent giving a mere detailed breakdown of the total expenditure.,

figure and a,more detailed showing of which funds-,were applied to cover expenditures.
.

A subsidiary operating statement concen ting on expenditures is consistent with ,
,,

the concept that expenditures are the liasIE objective for these nonprofit institutions,
and that the matchttig or application of "income".'follows. The matching direction
isthe reverse of industrial Accounting. Strong medicine such as this is necessary and
desirable in order to de-emphasize the - syndrome described previously The preoccu-
pation with net earnings or, call it if you will, the net results from operations. An
analysis of -the,net increases of funds ii5 each 'fund group' and in toueffr the institu

a

-

tion will be- more meaningful. This is the overall view of the institution which trustees'_
and the generaTiTublic should he encouraged to take.

. ,
Further,'.in considering the primary statements, the columnar, totaled balance sheet
and funds-statem'em should be encouraged. These statements, with 'a column for
each fund group or major subgroup and a total column, offer an effective means of

...., presenting a fair and understandable picture or the resources of the university and
the changes during the year. This bringing together in one statement of data for all
fund groups reflects the integrated financial manage t for the institution ,as a
whole.. , .

..
This is not the place, to decal specifically withidesign a subsidiary operating statement
as it relates ,to the funds statement. However,lit must be. determined !tether a zero-
balance is mandatory or optional, and under what conditions. If o tional,.some re-

"
quirkments as to uniformity of treatment from year to year also w uld be needed?
Another general area of controversy and.concern -is the matter of interfund nd intra-
fund transfers, allocations and the like. The 1968 revision undertook t tse t forth
guidelines and some limitations on the presentation of various types of transfers in.

the statements, Those provisions in,the 1968 CUBA need careful study, taking into
- account the probleins. which are now becoming visible such as expenditure of capital

iligains on ttested funds Use of stabilization reserves. for averaging endowment in-
comes over several years. Unquestionably further changes will be needed in this area.
There is a strong inter=relationship between guidelines lor tr nsfer.s and allocations
on the one hand, and the concept for the operating and funds st ternents. It may be
expected that if the-funds statement becomes dominant aih---ere-r ommenaed, all trans-
fers wi,4 be reported on it, where both sides of the transaction re visible and Ithe effect
on each fiend group can be determined.

1

4 In-the design and preparation of the statement of changyr inju nd balances) we must
find. ways to discourage and avoid the netting or.offsett,ing of transfers between funds.
The statement of chang&in-funli groSses the transfeit between funds
may be less streamlined, but it will..be responsive to proper stand-aids of iAuitte dis-
closure to the public.
In conclusion, the choice then as to direction forbetter financial disclosure by colleges

`and universities is between expansion of the current funds,statement of revenues' and
expenditures and a more complete funds statement. It is the writer's belief that the
funds statement is the better vehicle. It offers the-poterttialfor better reflection of the
financial management as if actually took place,' for better underStiffdfirg of the educa-
tional operation on the [wt of trustees and the general public, and for complete finan-
cial disclosure the whble institution and all its resources:

..

Let us also take a broader view of financial. management for higher education as we
proceed to revise College add University Business Administration. Lee us remind
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ourselves that, all hecomes an -iniportant institution- of American society, universities
arc ongoing and .Krogressing. There is every intention on the part of governkg boards /
and staff to fulfill responsibilities and commitments for instruction, research and
public service for4 years to come. It is essential that financial management for higher
education, on an annqal basis consider and wee future needs alqvgside those of the

.day. Not all instittitidris will manage in.thie same Manner nor with the same gm-Oasis,
_hut..thht. is the' prerogative_ bf each. The recommendations to e4icourage reporting
according to published standards must allow sufficient flexibility to -aCcommodate di-
veisity, arid be free of !Sias or pressure toward emphasis on either tod4 or tomorrow.
At the same time they must insure that financial management and resources are fully
disclosed. Let us face up to the conflicting pressurfs from our educatiOna) constituents
on all sides, re-examine our accounting cbnceptsof theory, printiples, and standards,

. and deliberately seek new insights and ways to operate:
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, .oped to stimulate professional communication, in which are pre-

sented articles believed to be of -interest and value to college- and
university blisiness officers. Articles are rertimmendrd for pub-
lication after careful review by AlACCII30 representatives who are,
al du, judgment of the-Publications Committee, compvtent to
assess professional willies. Iiiews and infornlation contained

thr.articles' tire the resPonsibility of the -authors, and their
publication does not signify unqualified acceptance by I ACV I30
or by its committers.
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